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We consider a many-body system of 2D anyons, free quantum particles with general statistics parameter � ∈
]0, 2[. In the magnetic gauge picture they are described as bosons attached to Aharonov-Bohm fluxes of intensity
2��, generating long-range magnetic forces. A dimensional reduction to 1D is obtained by imposing a strongly
anisoptropic trapping potential. This freezes the motion in the direction of strong trapping, leading to 1D physics
along the weak direction. The latter is governed to leading order by the Tonks-Girardeau model of impenetrable
bosons, independently of �.

PACS numbers: 05.30.Pr, 03.75.Hh,73.43.-f,03.65.-w

Quasi-particle excitations of many-body systems confined
to reduced dimensionalities are not in principle constrained
by the symmetry dichotomy which sorts all fundamental par-
ticles into bosons and fermions [21, 32, 43, 54]. In 2D,
many-body quantum wave-functions may be classified by the
phase picked upon exchanging two particles. It is of the
form ei�� for � ∈ [0, 2[, the standard cases of bosons and
fermions being recovered for � = 0, 1 respectively. Equiv-
alently one may think of these so-called anyons in terms of
standard bosons (or fermions), coupled to infinitely thin mag-
netic flux tubes of strength 2�� (or 2�(� − 1)). This point
of view is referred to as the magnetic gauge picture [15–
17, 25, 27, 34, 45, 55]. In 1D there does not seem to be a unique
agreed-upon model for anyonic exchange statistics. Depend-
ing on how one proceeds to quantization, they have mainly
been described [32, 33, 46, 47] as ordinary particles with either
contact interactions (Lieb-Liniger model) or inverse-square in-
teractions (Calogero-Sutherland model) but other formalisms
exist [2, 3, 6, 7, 19, 28, 51]. It makes sense to ask which one, if
any, of the different theoretically possible descriptions of 1D
anyons, is singled out as the dimensional reduction of the 2D
theory.

This may have practical consequences as well. The main
candidates for real-world implementation of anyon statistics
indeed remain the charge carriers of fractional quantum Hall
systems [4, 22, 38] or their counterparts in cold atom emula-
tions [10, 11, 14, 52, 56, 57]. See e.g. [20, 26, 31, 48] for re-
views and [5, 44] for experimental evidence. Said charge car-
riers are 2D objects described in the bulk via the usual, afore-
mentioned, anyon model [29, 38]. Much of fractional quantum
Hall physics is however probed via the transport of charge car-
riers along 1D edge channels.

In this note we report on our investigation of the 1D limit
of the 2D anyon model. Full mathematical details will be
provided elsewhere. We find that the magnetic-gauge picture
Hamitonian forN 2D anyons of statistical parameter � ∈]0, 2[

converges, in the limit of a tight confinement along one spa-
tial dimension, to the impenetrable boson model of the Tonks-
Girardeau gas, soluble by Bose-Fermi mapping [18, 42]. Thus,
at leading order, the physics does not depend on � and is given

by an extreme case of the Lieb-Liniger [36, 37] model. The
behavior is always essentially fermionic, which might be in-
terpreted in light of the enhanced effect of interactions in re-
duced dimensionalities. However, it is remarkable that the
long-range magnetic interactions of the original model result
in a limiting purely local theory. This finding seems consis-
tent with [23] although our approach differs and seems more
systematic. In particular it clarifies the vanishing of the long-
range magnetic interaction. This comes about via a particular
phase acquired by the 2D wave-functions, that almost gauges
the interaction away when particles are aligned.

Models and main result

Consider a wave function Ψ ∶
(
ℝ
2
)N

→ ℂ with anyonic
exchange behavior, i.e.

Ψ(x1, ..., xj , ..., xk, ..., xN) = ei��Ψ(x1, ..., xk, ..., xj, ..., xN)

(1)
with � ∈ ]0, 1] (by periodicity and complex conjugation, con-
sidering this range is sufficient). It is convenient to perform a
singular gauge transformation

Ψ(x1, ..., xN) =
∏

j<k

ei��jkΦ(x1, ..., xN) with �jk = arg
xj − xk

|xj − xk|

with Φ a bosonic wave function, symmetric under particle ex-
change. We have denoted arg( . ) the angle of a planar vector
with the horizontal axis. Applying this transformation, one
finds

⟨
Ψ|

(
−i∇xj

)2

|Ψ
⟩

=
⟨
Φ|D2

xj
|Φ

⟩

where the momentum operator for particle j has changed as

− i∇xj
⇝ Dxj

∶= −i∇xj
+ �A

(
xj
)

(2)

with, denoting (x, y)⟂ = (−y, x) ∈ ℝ
2,

A
(
xj
)
∶=

∑

k≠j

(
xj − xk

)⟂

|xj − xk|2
. (3)
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We adopt this point of view throughout the note, using (the
Friedrichs extension [1, 12, 13, 39–41] of)

H2D
"

∶=

N∑

j=1

(
D2

xj
+ V"(xj)

)
(4)

acting on bosonic wave-functions as our starting point, where

V"(x) = V"(x, y) = x2 +
y2

"2
(5)

is a convenient way of enforcing 1D behavior along the hori-
zontal axis in the limit "→ 0. This is arguably a crude descrip-
tion (but, perhaps, also an instructive toy model) if one has a
fractional quantum Hall edge in mind. There is however in
principle no difficulty in imposing such a potential on emerg-
ing anyons in cold atoms systems. The choice of a harmonic
trapping is mostly out of convenience. Our results remain true
with different choices, but the harmonic trapping has the virtue
of leading to exactly soluble limit models.

We denote

�2D
k

= min
Vk⊂L

2(ℝ2N )
dimVk=k

max
Ψ∈Vk,‖Ψ‖L2=1

⟨
Ψ|H2D

"
|Ψ

⟩
(6)

the eigenvalues of (4), defined by standard Courrant-Fisher
min-max formulae. Let Ψk be associated eigenfunctions, i.e.

H2D
"

Ψk = �2D
k
Ψk.

There can be degeneracies, in which case we count eigenvalues
with their multiplicities.

For small " > 0 one expects the motion in the two spatial
directions to decouple (which is true only to some extent in
this particular case, see below). The motion in the y direction
will be frozen in the ground state of the harmonic oscillator

HHO
"

∶= −)2
y
+
y2

"2
. (7)

It turns out that the motion in the x direction reduces to the
free Hamiltonian

H1D ∶=

N∑

j=1

−)2
xj
+ xj

2 (8)

but acting on the domain

1D ∶=
{
 ∈ H2(ℝN ),  (xj = xk) ≡ 0 for all j ≠ k

}
.

(9)
This restriction is equivalent to the addition of a delta pair-
potential of infinite strength to (8). It is well-known that this
impenetrable boson model can be mapped to a free fermionic
one [18, 42]. In turn, this leads to an exact solution in the
particular case above. However, our approach does not rely
on this exact solution, and we could in fact have added extra

interactions to our model. For simplicity, we do not consider
this explicitly.

Let e" and u" be respectively the lowest eigenvalue and
eigenfunction of (7). Let (�1D

k
)k∈ℕ be the eigenvalues of (8),

with associated eigenfunctions  k, k = 1, 2…. In the model
above, �1D

k
is a sum of eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator

−)x + x
2 and

 k = ck

∏

i<j

eisgn(xi−xj ) det(vi(xj))

where vi are the associated one-particle eigenfunctions and ck
is a normalization constant.

We state our main finding as a theorem.

Theorem 1 (Dimensional reduction for anyons).
We have, in the limit "→ 0, for all k ∈ ℕ

�2D
k

= Ne" + �
1D
k

+ o(1). (10)

Moreover, one can choose the 2D and 1D eigenbases (Ψk)k
and  k in such a way that

∫
ℝ2N

||||||
Ψk −  k(x1,… , xN)

N∏

j=1

u"(yj)

||||||

2

→

"→0
0 (11)

Although it seems from (11) that a standard decoupling be-
tween the two space directions takes place, the actual ansätze
for the eigenfunctions Ψk leading to the correct energy are
more subtle. Essentially they are of the form

 k(x1,… , xN)

N∏

j=1

u"(yj)
∏

j<k

e−�iS(xj−xk) (12)

where we denote

S(x) = S(x, y) =
y

x
. (13)

The above trial states have the correct bosonic symmetry be-
cause S(x) = S(−x), but they are not of the form “function
of x times function of y” that is more common in dimensional
reductions. The phase factors e−i�S(xj−xk) modify the energy
dramatically, almost gauging away the original magnetic inter-
action (see below). For this effect it is crucial to take advan-
tage of the finite, albeit small, extension of our wave-guide, as
shown by the discussion below.

A case for the Calogero-Sutherland model

Before we sketch the proof of the above, it is instructive to
examine an argument that would rather point in the direction of
the Calogero model with inverse square interactions (which is
also a proposed model for 1D anyons) as effective description.
This will emphasize two things:
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∙That quantization and dimensional reduction do not commute
in this particular case. Classical particles with the above mag-
netic interactions would experience Calogero like interactions
if confined on a line.

∙ The role of the phase factors e−i�S(xj−xk) in the main result.
Indeed, if one chooses a simpler ansatz of the form

 k = �(x1,… , xN)

N∏

j=1

u"(yj),

the 1D function � indeed experiences a Calogero-type Hamil-
tonian.

The possible connection between 2D anyons and Calogero-
like models have already been point out in a similar con-
text [35, 53]. It also arises for lowest Landau level anyons [8,
23, 45] via a very different mechanism.

Consider N classical particles with magnetic interactions
akin to those of (4). We constrain them to move on the line
y = 0, like perls on a necklace. Expanding the square in (4),
the Hamilton function for this system is

H(x1,… , xN ; p1,… , pN ) =

N∑

j=1

(
|pj|2 + x2j

)

+ 2�
∑

j≠k
pj ⋅

(xj − xk)
⟂

|xj − xk|2

+ �2
∑

j≠k≠l
(xj − xk)

⟂

|xj − xk|2
⋅
(xj − xl)

⟂

|xj − xl|2

+ �2
∑

j≠k
1

|xj − xk|2

where pj = (pj , 0) and xj = (xj , 0) are momenta and posi-
tions, respectively. The cross-term on the second line is clearly
null. The term on the third line is null as well, as follows from
grouping terms as in [24, Lemma 3.2]

∑

cyclic in 1,2,3

(x1 − x2)
⟂

|x1 − x2|2
⋅
(x1 − x3)

⟂

|x1 − x3|2
=

1

2(x1, x2, x3)
2

with (x1, x2, x3) the circumradius of the triangle with sum-
mits x1, x2, x3. This is the radius of the circle on which the
three points lie, which is infinite for aligned points. Hence the
Hamilton function boils down to

N∑

j=1

(
p2
j
+ x2

j

)
+ �2

∑

j≠k
1

(xj − xk)
2

which, once quantized, gives a Calogero Hamiltonian, albeit
not with the expected �(� − 1) coefficient [8, 33, 46] in front
of the two-body term for particles of statistics parameter �.
Note that this reduction could in any case not be correct for
all � because the 2D anyon energy is periodic in �, but the
Calogero energy is not [8, 9, 49, 50].

Outline of the proof

We turn to sketching the correct argument, i.e. give the main
insights of the proof of Theorem 1. Turning them into a rigor-
ous mathematical proof is somewhat lengthy, and will be done
elsewhere.

The crucial observation is that for particles close to the line
y = 0, the vector potential of the Aharonov-Bohm fluxes in (4)
can almost be gauged away. The vector potential

A0(x) =
x⟂

|x|2
=

(
−y

x

)
1

x2 + y2

for a unit Aharonov-Bohm flux at the origin has a non-zero curl
and thus cannot be written as a gradient globally. But, with S
defined as in (13),

∇S(x) =

(
−y∕x2

1∕x

)
≃

|y|≪|x|
A0(x)

and more precisely

||∇S − A0
|| ≤ C

|y|
x2
. (14)

The singularity around x = 0 of the right-hand side has to be
tamed, as we explain below. We ignore this for the moment.

Consider a trial state Ψ for (4) and write it as

Ψ(x1,… , xN ) = U"

∏

j<k

e−�iS(xj−xk)Φ (15)

U"(x1,… , xN ) =

N∏

j=1

u"(yj)

with a new unknown function Φ. A direct calculation yields

⟨
Ψ|H2D

"
|Ψ

⟩
= Ne" +

N∑

j
∫
ℝ2N

U 2
"
x2
j
|Φ|2

+

N∑

j
∫
ℝ2N

U 2
"

||||||

(
−i∇xj

+ �
∑

k≠j
(
A0 − ∇S

)
(xj − xk)

)
Φ

||||||

2

(16)

and we now seek critical points of this functional of Φ. Ex-
panding a square and using a Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we
obtain

∫
ℝ2N

U 2
"

||||||

(
−i∇xj

+ �
∑

k≠j
(
A0 − ∇S

)
(xj − xk)

)
Φ

||||||

2

=

∫
ℝ2N

U 2
"

|||∇xj
Φ
|||
2
+ Error

with

| Error |

≲ �2 ∫
ℝ2N

U 2
"

||||||

∑

k≠j
(
A0 − ∇S

)
(xj − xk)

||||||

2

|Φ|2. (17)
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In view of (14), we will conclude that

⟨
Ψ|H2D

"
|Ψ

⟩
≃ Ne" +

N∑

j
∫
ℝ2N

U 2
"
x2
j
|Φ|2

+

N∑

j
∫
ℝ2N

U 2
"

|||∇xj
Φ
|||
2

(18)

if Φ is sufficiently concentrated around y1 = … = yN = 0 and
vanishes sufficiently fast when xj ∼ xk for j ≠ k. From (18),
the conclusion of the theorem follows by a standard dimen-
sional reduction. It will clearly be favorable for Φ not to de-
pend on y1,… , yN and we then recognize the energy func-
tional corresponding to (8).

The heart of the proof is then variational. To construct
trial states giving the correct energies we would like to insert
Φ ≡  k in (15). The concentration around y = 0 is obvious.
However this choice does not lead to a sufficiently fast decay
aroundxj ∼ xk for k vanishes only proportionally to |xj−xk|
(fermionic behavior). Combined with (14) and inserting (17)
leads to non-integrable singularities ∝ |xj − xk|−2. Fortu-
nately,  k still vanishes fast enough for a slight regularization
to be sufficient. We can modify it around particle encounters
so that the singularities become integrable without modifying
too much the energy.

We then need to prove a lower bound of the correct form for
the energy of a true eigenstate of the 2D model. The strong sin-
gularity of (14) at particle encounters is not so much an issue
here: we can exclude a thin neighborhood of the problematic
set before extracting the phase factors as in (16), and pass to
the limit where the removed neighborhood shrinks in measure
after the limit " → 0. We still need to ensure some form of
vanishing around particle encounters to ensure that our limit
model is indeed set on (9). This comes about via an adapted
use of the following Hardy-like inequality: For any Ψ, with
the modified momentum as in (2)

N∑

j=1

⟨
Ψ|

(
Dxj

)2

|Ψ
⟩

≥

c�,N ∫
ℝ2N

∑

j<k

1

|xj − xk|2
|Ψ(x1,… , xN )|2 (19)

where the best possible constant c�,N depends only on � and
N . Such an inequality originates from [30, 39, 40] where it is
proved in particular that

• c�,N ≥ cN−1 with a universal c > 0 if � is an odd-
numerator fraction.

• c�,2 > 0 for any � ≠ 0.

We improve these results by proving that there exists a univer-
sal constant c′ > 0 such that

c�,N ≥ c′N−2 for any � ≠ 0,

which leads to our main result by providing the desired vanish-
ing in the whole parameter range. One can understand heuris-
tically why by considering the contribution of the set where
|xj − xk| ≲

√
" and |yl| ≲

√
" for l = 1…N to the right-

hand side of (19). One has |xj − xk|2 ≲ " on this set. If
the limiting 1D function does not vanish for xj ∼ xk, then
|Ψ|2 ∝ U 2

"
∝ "−N∕2. The total contribution (volume times

typical value of the integrand) would thus be of order "−1∕2,
much larger than the expected energies, of order unity after re-
moval of the contribution ofNe" as in (10). Hence the energy
bounds force the limiting 1D function to vanish upon particle
encounters

Conclusions

We have studied 2D anyons of statistics parameter � in the
magnetic gauge picture, i.e. seeing them as bosons with mag-
netic interactions. We imposed a dimensional reduction by
ways of a strongly anisotropic trap.

In the 1D limit we found that a suitable choice of gauge
removes long-range magnetic interactions. Their only remnant
is a hard-core condition upon particle encounters, leading to
the Girardeau-Tonks model of 1D bosons for any � ≠ 0. Non-
trivial dependence on � might survive at sub-leading order,
in which case it could be determined by perturbation theory
around Girardeau’s solution of the impenetrable 1D Bose gas.
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